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An expert in hospitality and a passionate
world traveler,born and raised in Tirana,
Albania.
It’s a great honor as the Founder & Manager
of Adriatik Tours LLC, the only Tour Operator representing Albania in the U.S from
September 2017, introducing you to my
beautiful home country, Albania. This
second issue of Travel2Albania Magazine
will show you more about Albania, the
American tourists, bloggers and celebrities ,
who visited our country in 2018, and our
successful tour Agency achievements within
our first year of operations.Me and my ambitious team, are proudly promoting Albania
as a new and attractive destination, as the
only Destination Management Company for
Albania, in the U.S & Canada. This magazine will continue our mision to further
inform and PR about our country in 2019.
Enjoy your reading .

The day that my phone rang , I was so much
impressed, when I found out that in two days
a personality of the Tourism and Hospitality
was coming to Albania to pay a short visit. It
was as such a wonderful surprise to hear that
Anthony Melchiorri was interested to hear
about Albania, and not only, but to visit the
country as well. With a special invitation
from Mrs. Nevila Dudaj, the CEO of Adriatik
Tours LLC, a Tour Company based in United
States of America, representing the international sales office of Adriatik Hotel as well,
Anthony committed to a Consultancy and PR
agreement with Adriatik Tours LLC . He
committed to assist and offer his consultancy
services to Adriatik Tours, to Market and PR
Albania, as a new destination in the United
States.
For that specific reason he had to visit the
country first and proceed afterwards. Being
one of the most famous TV personalities, the
host and creator of Extreme Hotels & Hotel
Impossible on Travel Channel with more
than 20 years’ of experience in the
hospitality industry,

Anthony Melchiorri was impressed of what
he found in Albania. He spent three lovely
days in Albania jammed packed with people
and meetings, but he experienced the most
particular hospitality, after all the countries
and hotels he has visited during his life. He
was kind and friendly to everyone, he did
compliment my job, our Albania Travel
Magazine, and he appreciated the fact that I
went at Adriatik Hotel , just to have an interview with him. This experience for me was
incredible…. Albania was the cherry on top,
the most impressing surprise for him, because of the great potential, because of the
people, because of the natural beauties, historic value and tradition. A whole new experience to discover. Cheaper than our neighbors and more intriguing. While celebrating
Albanian Night in the terrace in front of the
sea, with Albanian traditional music and
dance he expressed his admiration about the
hospitality of Albanian people, which he
found out to be the spirit of Adriatik Hotel as
well as of all Albania in general.
More particularly, giving a short testimonial he was showing his reasons for visiting :
“ I came to the Adriatik Hotel to experience the beauty and luxury of this Historic
hotel and to meet a lot of friends and Yes…
I will highly recommend the Hotel. I didn’t
know what to expect where I got here, I
didn’t know what to expect about Albania,
but the food, the people, the hotel, it's
beyond the words. I say it all the time, it’s
not what you say, it’s how you make
people feel, it is the spirit that makes you
special. Not only Albania but the resort …
And Yes I will return back, I’m going to
return …”

Adriatik Hotel
Beachfront Luxury Resort

Imagine for a moment that you've just come to Albania for a
while and you are not able to visit it, even for a short tour, somewhere in the city, near the hotel you're staying. Let's assume that
your work is the reason that brought you to stay at the Adriatik
Hotel, in the coastline of Durres. Your short time does not
promise you a touristic visit and tours of dferent sites and cities
in Albania.

Highlights

of Albania

Albania has something for almost everyone.
Lovers of the outdoors will be happy to explore
every part of the country. Those who are interested in archaeology and history will find Albania
full of delights. In the southwest part of the country, the ancient city of Butrint, already draws hundreds of thousands of visitors every year. No visit
to southern Albania would be complete without
the ancient cities of Gjirokastra, Berati and Apollonia, with their hilltop castles and unique architectures. In the north, the castles of Shkodra and
Kruja embody centuries of history, one laying
upon another. Lovers of medieval art should visit
the icon collections in Berati and Tirana; the
whole of central and southern Albania is full of
half-forgotten churches with magnificent frescoes. You may have heard of the Albanian Riviera and beaches with traditional villages nestled
in isolated bays and golden beaches lapped by turquoise waters. It was a revelation when travelers
first started discovering the country a decade ago.
Since then, Europe’s last untouched beaches have
changed almost beyond recognition, but there’s
still plenty of reason to come here and explore
this magnificent coastline where the Adriatic and
Ionian seas meet to each other.Adriatik Tours
LLC job is to provide the best of its customers by
staying flexible to the clients' requirements. We
guarantee you the cheapest packages such as Cultural Customized Tours for individuals, Food
Tours, Archaeological Tours,

Travel Blogger
Featuring us

Sometimes, they would even say hi and attempt to
start a conversation (yes they do try to speak in
English especially the younger generations). This
is where I feel ‘most welcomed’ in Europe, really!

in
Less than one hour away from Tirana is this town
called Durres where a lot of beaches are. This is the
last 4 nights of my trip around Europe and surely,
Adriatik Hotel made it memorable by providing me
with an Executive King Room where there is a seating area, a desk, a TV, a phone and a mini-bar aside
from all the nice things you’ll find in a nice hotel
like comfortable bed, a nice toilet, and bath complete with bathrobes, toiletries, and fresh towels.
You can also book it directly on their website.I have
a huge Balcony complemented with sea view and
my own Jacuzzi! The blue and white interior as well
as the floor to ceiling window on the living area
surely infused the room with all the relaxing and re
freshing coastal vibe which reminds me of our sailing days in the Florida Keys. The balcony is huge
and it looked like a porch to me where 2 sunbeds are
ready to take all the stress away.The staff is amazing and
professional. They honestly set the bar high to the
word hospitality. I absolutely loved my stay! They
also provided me with 3 tours with a Private Car,
Private Driver, and a Private Tour Guide care of
their Tour Company, Adriatik Tours.
Adriatik Hotel is 5-star Luxury Hotel which was totally refurbished and renovated last April 2017. It
used to cater only to Diplomats, Head of States,
Chairs from all over the world when it was constructed in 1957 so I felt like a real VIP when I was
here haha. They take pride in offering impeccable
and professional service, their newly renovated
rooms, the best view of the Albanian Coast, and the
largest outdoor pool in the coast. Overall, this hotel
is notably worthy of my
recommendation.

Testimonial – October 2018
Linda Reynolds is a travel agent from almost 30
years. She visited Albania for the first time, in September 2018. During their visit, she and her husband were accommodated in Junior Suite at Adriatik Hotel for 5 days. The last day before they left
the Hotel they left a testimonial video about Adriatik Hotel and Albania.
Hello, I’m Linda from UK and we came to Albania because we were looking at something different .We have been staying at Hotel Adriatik for
5 days. The weather has been exceptional, beautiful sandy beach outside the hotel where we relaxed,
also the staff has been exceptional. If you are looking for excellent value for money and friendly
staff, Albania is a new holiday destination where
everyone should come.
I will recommend people to come here to have a
lovely great time. I’ll be back soon!
Thank you!

We introduce you David's story and his impressions
about Albania. For Mr. Owens 52 years old, from England is not the first time visiting Albania. He came in
1982 in the communism period for the first time in
Albania with a group of tourists from Birmingham,
England. During his weekly stay in Albania, he was
introduced to the girl who would become his wife.
They met each other in Albania, where they spent a
beautiful time at Adriatik Hotel in Durres. They
turned back to England to get married, where they
lived a beautiful life together. On David’s 50th anniversary, which they celebrated in America, he promised his wife that they would celebrate her 50th anniversary in Albania. But unfortunately she died from
bad illness before coming to Albania. David kept his
promise and came to Albania at Adriatik Hotel, this
time only by himself, even he had reserved a room for
2 people. He had a very emotional and impressive experience after 36 years from the last visit.

Beautiful Albania
with a staff that treats you
like Family !

Albania has a rich cultural heritage, musical
tradition and especially folk that is characterized by
great diversity: each region has its own distinctive
costume, music, dances, and rituals. Albanian folk
dances have a character and style of its own and represent Albanian history and culture from antiquity
to present time. Costumes are the greatest asset of
this ensemble, not only for their originality, but also
for the variety of colors and they are estimated as
rare values of traditional culture of our nation. Costumes are without doubt one of the most powerful
manifestations of our traditional culture. Their development has proceeded in parallel with the social,
historical and cultural human development. Albania
also has a rich tradition of dances with a great vari
ety of choreography and costumes mainly depending on the origin. There are epic dances as well as
lyrical dances. Particularly famous for their elegance, rhythm and drama are the dances of Tropoja,
Devoll, Lunxhëria, the couples’ dance of Rrajca,
ect.The music is performed at a wide range of social
events, such as weddings, religious celebrations and
festivals, such as the well-known Albanian folk festival in
Gjirokastra.

+355 68 30 991 09 / +355 69 77 614 06
edlirastiliste@yahoo.com
facebook/tradita popullore EDLIRA
www.fondacionitraditapopullore.com

Sarisalltik biography
Sarisalltik was a renowned figure in the Balkan
region as a symbol of religious tolerance. As such,
he has historically been the main figure among the
Bektashi believers and one they have relied upon
when spreading their beliefs. Sarisalltik has been
written about by the famous French scholar Baron
Alexandre Degrand in his “Souvenirs de la Haute
Albanie” (1901), a diary of his visit to Albania from
1893 to 1899.For the curious ones, you may like to
look at Degrand’s entire photograph collection of his
trip to Albania here or his notes on his visit to Tirana
here. Sarisalltik has also been mentioned by the Moroccan geographer Ibn Battuta (1304-1377), who is
the first to have recorded the legends associated with
Sarisalltik.

The pilgrimage

As with other religious activities, during Communism, the pilgrimage to the masjid was banned, but
the religious shrine was swiftly rebuilt from the
people of Kruja with the beginning of the democratic era in the country. Now, thousands of pilgrims
visit the Sarisalltik Masjid during holidays but many
of them visit daily, as well. During the summer of
2017, twenty-five couples marked the record of receiving blessings for their marriages in the span of
one single day. There are many of those who make
the hike up to the cave only to enjoy the wild and
beautiful nature of the mountain. The meadows are
ideal for picnics! The view below reveals many
small lakes with the Adriatic Sea shimmering in the
background.

If we know anything about the history of the
world’s many religions it is that a higher experience and spiritual wisdom are often acquired
in the highest heights. Whether you are a believer in Buddhism, Christianity, Muslimism,
in any of the other countless religions or none
at all, you know that high peak has revelatory
power. This is where most miraculous events
take place which, through generations, are
passed on as legends. One of Albania’s many
peaks with its respective legend is the Sarisalltik (Sah-ree-sahl-tick), at the height of 1176
meters. This place marks the epicenter of dissemination of the Bektashi Order in Albania.
For the Bektashi believers, climbing the
mountain has a sacred meaning but, surely,
you would have to test this on your own visit!

After visits and tasting wine we take a lunch break at
one of the best restaurant in Prizren city, where prepare
traditional food.The restaurant is set on the hill across
the river. Afternoon tour continues in the center of Prizren.(the oldest city and cultural capital of Kosovo) Tour
in Prizren includes visits to main sites and monuments.“Stone Bridge”,“Shadervan”, “Catholic Cathe
dral”,”Sinan Pasha Mosque”,“Halveti Tekke,” Museum
of Albanian League of Prizren, Hamam.We will continue the visit one of the city’s many traditional handicrafts filigree shops. After we will return back.(B, D)

EXCHANGE

American Dollar

Albanian Lek

The currency you can use in Albania is Lek,
and you can make the money exchange very
comfortably in Reception. You can easily
pay with Dollars or Euro anywhere, but it’s
more convenient to have Lek with you. Exchange rate:
1 $ = 109 lek as of January, 2019
Cash payments are highly appreciated in Albania and very much recommended.
Normal tipping is rounding the bill, depending on where you have coffee, lunch or
dinner. People usually tip those services,
Bellboys, Waiters, Tour Guide. The tipping
rate starts from 10% -15% but it’s not obligatory, it depends from your experience and
how happy you are with the service. You
don’t need a Visa to enter Albania, make
sure that your Passport is valid at least for 6
months after you enter Albania.
The Guide and our Managers will be happy
to assist you during your stay in Albania.
Please ask for assistance our Reception.Albanians speak English, they are always
friendly and will be happy to help if you ask,
on the streets, and outside of the hotel.

Enjoy your stay in Albania.

Greetings from Albania !
Hello you reader, tourist or business partner that are just reading this
second edition of Travel Magazine USA . You surely are one of the travellers that are interested in visiting Albania, or a tour planner who wants to
show the Americans how beautiful Albania is, a small country in the
southwest of the Balkan peninsula.This will be offered to you through
Travel2Albania Magazine, a collaboration of Adriatik Tours and Travel
Magazine Albania.This magazine will be your direct connection with Albania, a path that can be fully explored and enriched through the assistance
of Adriatik Tours LLC , the Tour Agent , who will provide you with all the
information you need, than assist you to perfectly plan and experience
your trip to Albania.Did you know that Albania has 450 kilometers of
wonderful coastline with beaches and magical islands? Did you know that
the roots of Albania go deep down to antiquity, the foundations of Illyria,
which have survived to the present day on numerous cultural sites? Do you
know that Albania has the best gastronomic offer across the Balkans and a
lot of beautiful hotels?Maybe you know a little or do not know anything
about these facts .That's why, you need to talk to Adriatik Tours, as soon
as you decide to start your journey, because they will prepare for you an
unforgettable experience.
Enjoy !
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